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OPEN THOUQHT THE FIRST STEP TO INTELLIGENCE.
BY GEORGE JACOB HOLYOAKE.
" It is not prudent to be in the right too
soon, nor to be in the right against everybody
else. And yet it sometimes happens that after
a certain lapse of time, greater or lesser, you
will find that one of those truths which you had
kept to yourself as premature, but which has
got abroad in spite of your teeth, has become
the most common-place thing imaginable.
—Alfkonse Karr.
One purpose of these articles is to explain how un-
founded are the objections of many excellent Chris-
tians to Secular instruction in state, public, or board
schools. The Secular is distinct from theology—which
it neither ignores, assails, nor denies. The Secular is
as separate from the Church as land from the ocean.
And what nobody seems to discern is that the Secular
is quite distinct from Secularism. The Secular is a
mode of instruction—Secularism is a code of conduct.
Secularism does conflict with theology ; Secularist
teaching would, but Secular instruction does not.
Persuaded as I am that lack of consideration for
the convictions of the reader creates an impediment
in the way of his agreement with the writer, and even
disinclines him to examine what is put before him
—
yet some of these pages may be open to this objec-
tion. If so, it is owing to want of thought or want of
art in statement—and no part of intention in the au-
thor.
He would have dififidence in expressing, as he does
in these pages, his dissent from the opinions of many
Christian advocates, for whose character and convic-
tions he has great respect, and for some even affec-
tion—did he not perceive that few have any diffidence
or reservation (save in one or two exalted instances^)
in maintaining their views and dissenting from his.
Open thought, which in these articles is brought
under the reader's notice—sometimes called "self-
thought," or " free thought," or " original thought,
"
the opposite of conventional second-hand thought
which is all that the custom-ridden mass of mankind
is addicted to.
Open thought has three stages :
The first stage is that in which the right to think
independently is insisted on ; and the free action of
ppinion—so formed—is maintained. Conscious power
J Of whom the greatest is Mr. Gladstone,
thus acquired satisfies the pride of some : others limit
its exercise from prudence. Interests, which would
be jeopardised by applying independent thought to
received opinion, keep more silent, and thus many
never pass from this stage.
The second stage is that in which the right of self-
thought is applied to the criticism of theology, with a
view to clear the way for life according to reason.
This is not the work of a day or year, but is so pro-
longed that clearing the way becomes as it were a pro-
fession, and is at length pursued as an end instead of
a means. Disputation becomes a passion and the
higher state of life, of which criticism is the necessary
precursor, is lost sight of, and many remain at this
stage when it is reached and go no further.
The third stage is that where ethical motives of
conduct apart from Christianity are vindicated for the
guidance of those who are indifferent to, or who re-
ject orthodox theology. This is Secularism whose
range is illimitable. It begins where free thought usu-
ally ends, and constitutes a new form of constructive
thought, whose principles and policy are quite differ-
ent to those acted upon in the preceding stages. Con-
troversy concerns itself with what is. Secularism with
what ought to be.
The Question Stated.





Lend a hand." 1
—Edward Everett Hale, D. D.
Where a monarchy is master inquiry is apt to be
a disturbing element, and though exercised in the in-
terest of the commonwealth it is none the less re-
sented. Where the priest is master inquiry is sharply
prohibited. The priest represents a spiritual monarchy
in which the tenets of belief are fixed, assumed to be
infallible and to be prescribed by deity. Thus the
priest regards inquiry as proceeding from an imperti-
nent distrust, to which he is not reconciled on being
assured that it is undertaken in the interests of truth.
Thus the king denounces inquiry as sedition, and the
priest as sin. In the end the inquirer finds himself an
iDr. Hale did not popularise these energetic maxims of earnestness in
the connexion in which they are here used; but their wisdom is of general
application,
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alien in State and Church, and laws are made against
his life, his liberty, property, and veracity. ^
Thus from the time when monarch and priest first
set up their pretensions in the world, the inquiring
mind has had small encouragement. When Protes-
tantism came it merely conceded inquiry under direc-
tion, and only so far as it tended to confirm its own
anti-papal tenets. But when inquiry claimed to be
independent, unfettered, uncontrolled, in fact to be
free inquiry : then Papist, Lutheran, and Dissenter,
alike regarded it as dangerous, and stigmatised it by
every term calculated to deter or dissuade people
from it.
But though this combined defamation of inquiry
set many against it, it did not intimidate it entirely.
There arose independent thinkers who held that un-
fettered investigation was the discoverer of truth and
dangerous to error only, and the freer it was the more
effective it must be.
Still timorous-minded persons remained suspicious
of free thought. At its best they found it involved
conflict with false opinion, and conflict to those with-
out aspiration or conscience, is disquieting ; and where
impartial investigation interfered with personal inter-
ests it was opposed. No one could enter on the search
for truth but he found the path obstructed by theolo-
gical errors and interdictions. Having taken the side
of truth, all who were loyal to it, were bound like Bun-
yan's Pilgrim to withstand the Apollyons who opposed
it, and a combat began which lasted for centuries, and
is not yet ended. But though theology was always in
power, men of courage at length established the right
of free inquiry, and established also a free press for
the publication of the results arrived at. These rights
were so indispensable for progress and were so long
resisted, that generations fought for them as ends in
themselves. Thus there grew up, as in military affairs,
a class whose profession was destruction, and free
thinkers came to be regarded as negationists. When
I came into the field the combat was raging. Richard
Carlile had not long been liberated from successive
imprisonments of more than nine years duration in all.
Charles Southwell was in Bristol gaol. Before his
sentence had half expired I was in Gloucester gaol.
George Adams was there ; Mrs. Harriet Adams was
committed for trial from Cheltenham. Matilda Roalfe,
Thomas Finlay, Thomas Paterson, and others were
incarcerated in Scotland. Robert Buchanan and Lloyd
Jones, two social missionaries—colleagues of my own
—only escaped imprisonment by swearing they be-
lieved what they did not believe : an act I refused to
imitate, and no mean inconvenience has resulted to
iWhen martyrdoms and imprisonments ceased, disabling laws remained
which imposed the Christian oath on all who appealed to the courts, and any
one who had the pride of veracity and declined so to swear, were denied pro-
tection tor property, or credence of their word,
me from it. I took part in the vindication of the free
publicity of opinion until it was practically conceded.
At the time when I was arrested in 1842, the Chel-
tenham magistrates who were angered at defiant re-
marks I made, had the power (and used it) of com-
mitting me to the Quarter Sessions as a "felon," where
the same justices could resent penally what I had
said to them. On representations I made to Parlia-
ment—through my friend John Arthur Roebuck and
others—Sir James Graham caused a Bill to be passed
which removed trials for opinion to the Assizes. I
was the first person tried under this act. Thus for the
first time heresy was ensured a dispassionate trial and
was no longer subject to the jurisdiction of local preju-
dice and personal magisterial resentment.
When, however, facts of outrage were no longer
possible against the adherents of free thought. Chris-
tians, some from fairness, and others from necessity,
began to reason with them and asked: "Now you
have established your claim to be heard. What have
you to say ? " The reply I proposed was Secularism
—
a form of opinion relating to the duty of this life which
substituted the piety of useful men for the usefulness
of piety.
THE RELIGION OF THE VEDA.i
A Study in the History of Religion.
BY PROF. H. OLDENBERG.
Out of all the rack and ruin of Indian antiquity,
the most momentous objects, which the investigator
can hope to render comprehensible to the modern
reader, are the great religions of ancient India. At
their head stands the religion embodied in the literature
of the Veda—a belief closely related to the ancient reli-
gions of the principal European peoples, but retaining
in a clearer manner than they the marks of distant pre-
historic stages, the traces of mighty commotions in
which man's religious thought and feeling laboriously
struggled forth from the crude confusion of primitive
ages to nobler and more elevated forms. The religion
of the Veda is in turn replaced by the teaching of
Buddha,—the sternly practical religion of conquering
shepherd-chieftains and their priests, by the world-
renouncing doctrine of salvation-seeking monks. Far-
reaching analogies interweave the ideals, for which the
followers of the Shakya's son forsook their homes for
a life of wandering, with thoughts evolved in the
Western world, especially in Greece. It seems prac-
ticable to reduce this development of the religious na-
ture, proceeding as it did in parallel directions among
peoples so widely separated, to a single general for-
mula, that would set forth the agreement of the vari-
ous powerful impulses working among them.
1 Authorised translation from the Deutsche Rundschau by O, W. Weyer.
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It will, I trust, be permitted a fellow worker in the
exploration of these domains, to describe and to ap-
praise the value of the attempts which science has
made and is yet making to interpret these primeval
monuments of human searching, longing, hoping, and
to assign to them their proper place in history. But
dare he make the attempt to conjure forth the figures
themselves of that prehistoric world, those rare one's
of silver, and with them the more numerous throng of
inferior metal : can he succeed in fixing them, even
though he leave the outlines somewhat doubtful and
obscure ?
The gods and myths of earliest India became ac-
cessible to research as soon as it possessed itself of
the Rig-Veda, a collection of more than a thousand
hymns—the great majority of them sacrificial hymns.
I have described in a former series of articles in this
magazine,^ how the knowledge of the Rig-Veda was
acquired, and how by hard but rapid philological work
its obscurities were surely and steadily overcome. A
feeling of awe was involuntarily felt on reading those
poems, the antiquity of whose language loomed far
beyond the old Sanskrit of even the law-book of Manu,
or of the great Indian epics. A sensation, as of being
led back into the deepest past of our own Teutonic an-
cestors, as of catching faint traces of their heart-beats
in the first dawn of their antiquity, was quite generally
felt, as those gods of a blood-related people arose be-
fore us ; Agni, fire, the genial guest of human habita-
tions ; Indra, the thundering dragon-slayer, who uses
his boundless strength to free the waters from their
prison ; Varuna, in whom it was believed the all-em-
bracing heavens were personified, the observer and
avenger of even the most hidden sins ; Ushas, the
lovely morning-blush, the dawn, who usurps the sway
of her sister, the Night, and, with a herd of ruddy
cattle in her train traverses the firmament over, lavish-
ing benefits and blessings.
It so happened, in the progress of science, that the
first glances, which fell upon these apparitions of the
gods, starting up thus suddenly from the midst of a
desolated field, were the glances of comparative phi-
lologists : the same savants, who, leaping from one
triumph to another, were at that very time engrossed
with the work of illuminating the Greek, Latin, and
Germanic inflexions with the light coming from the
Sanskrit. What could be more natural than that those
investigators should apply to mythology the same crit-
ical method of comparison which had borne such rich
and abundant fruits in Grammar? that they should
seek to establish between the divinities of the Veda
and those of ancient Europe the same kinship, the
1 The Open Court, Nos. 79, 84, 85, 86, for the year i88g. These articles, en-
titled "The Study of Sanskrit." appeared afterward in book-form in Epitomes
of Three Sciences. Chicago : The Open Court Publishing Co. Cloth, 75 cents.
same identity of origin, as existed between certain
forms of Indian and Greek verbs, for example between
the Indian daddmi and the Greek didomi, both of which
mean "I give"? And so, there grew up—one might
say, as a branch of comparative philology—a compar-
ative mythology, which uniformly placed the philolo-
gical points of view foremost ; and which placed spe-
cial reliance upon the names of the divinities or de-
mons, and then sought to establish their primal na-
tures by means of an etymological treatment of these
names.
In the pursuit of this course, as between the Veda
and the European traditions, the leading part fell nat-
urally enough to the former. For the Veda had the
benefit of all that prestige which the Sanskrit then
enjoyed in philological matters, of being the chiefest
witness as to what was the first form and the first
meaning of words. Why the word daughter should be
thygater in Greek and Tochter in German, neither the
Greek nor the German language could explain. But
the Sanskrit did seem able to explain it. The history
of the Sanskrit word for daughter seemed written on
its very front. Since this word fell under the root duh
(to milk), it seemed obvious that the daughter was
originally the milker—a domestic idyl from remotest
antiquity. And at length there was a sort of conviction,
trailing at the hand of an etymology dominated by the
Sanskrit, that we could, to repeat an expression of
Max Muller's, reach back into regions of the past so
far as to believe ourselves listening to the very voices
of the earth-born sons of Manu.
It was in fact unavoidable, that this scientific art,
whilst pursuing its labors with such ardor, such rich
hopes, such confidence, should at the same time ex-
perience within itself the calling and the capacity, to
expound, with the help of a catalogue of Sanskrit
roots, the primal meaning of the hitherto mysterious
divinities of Homer, of ancient Italy, and of the Edda.
And it must be admitted, too, that a few of these com-
parisons and elaborations of the names of the old di-
vinities really forced themselves upon the mind with
overpowering conviction, and remain at this day as
convincing as they were then.
But with the attempt to press on beyond this very
scanty store, an approach was ever more closely made
to a procedure the subjective character of which seri-
ously endangered the security of the results already
acquired. From the endless wealth of mythological
names, of which the Veda is literally full, the sharp
scent of the investigators hunted out and brought to
light here and there a word, which, while it may have
had some small resemblance to a Greek name, still
occurred but rarely in the Vedic tradition. Or if there
were no proper noun for the divinity to be found in
the Vedic, they would fasten upon a mere adjective.
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Or, indeed, instead of a word actually transmitted in
the Veda, they would now and then upon their own
responsibility build up a Vedic word as a counterpart
to the name of a Greek divinity.
Thus, in a very obscure verse of the Rig-Veda there
appears a goddess, a female demon, Saranjus, of whose
nature the Veda reveals next to nothing at all ; it was
thought that the primitive^ form of the Greek Erinys
had been found. The name Saranjus, according to its
derivation from a root sar (to hurry), seems to mean
"the hurrying one"; and the view was accordingly
adopted, that she was the personification of the stormy
thunder-cloud. And when the Greeks speak of Erinys
as "walking in the mist," of her swinging torches in
her hands, immediately plain confirmation was therein
discerned for the proposition that the Erinyes, too,
sprang from the conception of the thunder-cloud ; their
torches are the thunder-bolts which strike down the
impious.
The Rig-Veda speaks of a goddess Sarama, a dog,
who tracks the ruddy cows of the gods to their con-
cealment when stolen ; her sons, who have also canine
shapes and appear to play the part of genii of sleep
and death, are named after their mother Saramejas.
It was thought that the Greek Hermes and Hermeias
had been discovered here, the guide of souls into the
realm of death, the dream-sending god of sleep. And
here again the same root sar (to hurry) seemed to con-
duct the mythological interpreter into the realm of the
agitated atmosphere, just as in the case of Erinys.
Sarama, "the hurrying one," was explained as the
wind ; to the fleetness of the wind the dog-form of the
goddess and her children seemed to correspond, in the
natural symbolism of the myth.
But the wind is not the only thing in nature which
moves hurriedly. And hence other interpretations
were possible. Sarama, who recovers the treasure of
ruddy cows lost in the darkness, could she not mean
the morning-blush, the dawn? And does not her name
appear to resemble the name of Helena? In that case,
the story of the Iliad is found again in one of the stand-
ing themes of the Veda-hymns ; the siege of Troy
would be but a repetition of the daily siege by the
martial forces of the sun, of the entrenchments of
night, where the treasures of light are locked up.
Besides Helen, there appeared in the Greek a
whole list of goddesses representing the Indian morn-
ing, the foremost of which was disclosed in the Vedic
1 Not " primitive " in the sense that the Greek goddess was derived from
the Indian, but in the sense that the Indo-European prototype, common alike
to the Greek and the Indian form, in all essential respects was correctly
represented in the Indian form. To properly appreciate the equating of the
names Saranjus and Erinys (so, too, that of Saramejas=Hermeias [Hermes]),
it is to be observed that the initial .S of Indo-European words, which was re-
tained in Sanskrit (as also in the Latin and Teutonic), became in the Greek,
when followed by a vowel, either a mere aspirate or disappeared altogether
;
thus our seveti (Latin, septem) in Greek is written hepta.
title of the dawn, Ahana. Here, it was thought, lay
the germ from which the Greek Athene had sprung,
the daughter of Zeus, just as in the Veda the dawn
was called the daughter of Djaus, or Heaven.
In conclusion, one more of these Indo-Greek com-
binations may be cited : the one which of them all
perhaps fared with the best luck. A part of the an-
cient Indian fire-drill, namely, the stick which was
kept turning to ignite the wood by its friction, was
called pramantha. Here was -revealed, so it was
thought, the nature of the Titan form of Prometheus.
The friend of mankind—who brought to them, de-
spite of Zeus, fire, the fountain of all art—seemed
here to be announced in his original character as a
divine " rubber of fire," who afterwards brings down
the flame, which he has himself produced, to the earth.
It is evident that in nearly all of these combina-
tions one characteristic regularly recurs : the origin of
the divine beings, including those which appear most
unequivocally to represent ethical forces or influences
active in human culture, is traced back to the powers
of nature. Erinys was the dark storm-cloud before
she undertook the office of avenging the misdeeds of
men. But in the great realm of nature there were
two regions in which these interpretations of the mean-
ing of divinities and myths lingered with particular
predilection : the phenomena of storm and thunder on
the one hand, and on the other the alternation of light
and darkness.
On this point the leanings of investigators sepa-
rated. The question was much discussed as to which
of the two classes must have produced the deepest and
most lasting impressions upon the soul of youthful
mankind,—those extraordinary, and, as it were, con-
vulsive commotions which agitate the atmosphere, or
the calm majesty of the divine powers of light, daily
recurring with uniform grandeur.
Adalbert Kuhn was the first among those investi-
gators who peopled the mythological landscape with
storm-gods, cloud-nymphs, and demons of lightning.
He believed that the language of many myths was to
be interpreted as descriptions of meteorological phe-
nomena, the details of which—the various motions
of rising, departing, scattering dark clouds, and of
brighter little clouds—seemed to have been seized
and expatiated upon with painful exactitude through
whole lists of varying phases. According to Max Mul-
ler, on the other hand, the main theme of the Indo-
Germanic myths found expression in the words dawn
and sun. To his poetically attuned imagination the
ancient poets and thinkers stood revealed as daily des-
crying in what we call sunrise the mystery of all mys-
teries. The dawn was to them that unknown land
from whose impenetrable depths life ever newly flashes
forth. The dawn opens to the sun her golden gates,
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and whilst her gates thus stand ajar, eyes and hearts
yearn and struggle to peer beyond the limits of this
finite world ; the thought of the unending, the undy-
ing, the divine, awakens in the human soul. But
whether storm or sunrise, all concurred in the view
that in the Veda lay the guide which would conduct
us to the theogony of the Indo-European peoples,
—
that there was here a system of religion to the last de-
gree primal in character, clear and transparent, all the
varying forms of which plainly took root in the primi-
tive views and expressions of man upon the powers
and processes of nature. As Max Miiller put it, the
mythological sphynx here reveals her secret ; we can
just barely throw a glance behind the scenes upon the
forces whose play, upon Greek soil, achieved that
splendid stage-effect, the majestic drama of the Olym-
pian gods. A new direction of inquiry seemed to have
opened to science, leading by undreamt-of paths to
the farthest past in the life of the human soul.
Those who first broke through these paths must
indeed have been possessed to an unnatural degree by
indifference and suspicion, had not a kind of intoxica-
tion overwhelmed them as they confronted this pleni-
tude of history,—if they had not experienced the hope
that in the Veda they might with one bold grasp suc-
ceed in seizing the origin of myths and of very religion
herself, zu schaue?i alU Wirkenskraft vnd Satiien.
Have all these results—a lasting achievement, as
it was supposed—avoided the fate of again being dissi-
pated?
NORTHERN CONTRIBUTIONS TO CHRISTIAN
DEMONOLOQY.
When Christianity spread over Northern Europe,
it came in contact with the Teutonic and Celtic na-
tions, who added new ideas to its system and trans-
formed several characteristic features of its world-
view. Christianity of to-day is essentially a Teutonic
religion. The ethics of Christianity, which formerly was
expressed in the sentence " Resist not evil " began, in
agreement with the combative spirit of the Teuton
race, more and more to emphasise the necessity of
struggle. Not only was the figure of Christ conceived
after the model of a Teutonic war-king, the son of the
emperor, while his disciples became his faithful vas-
sals ; not only did the archangels assume the noble
features of the great northern gods, Donar, Wodan,
Fro, and others ; not only were the old pagan feasts
changed into Christian festivals ; the Yuletide became
Christmas and the Ostara feast in the spring was cele-
brated in commemoration of Christ's resurrection; but
also the individual features of the evil powers of the
North were transferred to Satan and his host. The
Ice-giants of the Norsemen, the Nifelheim of the Sax-
ons, the Nether-world of the Irish, all contributed
their share to the popular notions of the Christian de-
monology of the Middle Ages. The very name ' ' hell '
'
is a Teutonic word which originally signified a hollow
space or a cave underground. The weird and terrible
appearances of the gods, too, were retained for the
adornment of demoniacal legends ; and Odhin as storm-
god became "the wild hunter."
Dr. Ernst Krause,i who is best known under his
nom de plti7ne of Carus Sterne, has undertaken the work
of proving the Northern influence upon Southern fairy
tales and legends. He finds that all those myths
which symbolise the death and resurrection of the
sun, giving rise to the idea of immortality, doomsday,
and the final restoration of the world, have originated
in Northern countries where on Christmas day the sun
that seemed lost returns spreading again light and
life. Our philologists believe that the Nibelungenlied
contains features of Homer's great epics
; but, accord-
ing to Dr. Krause, it would seem that the original
source of the Nibelungenlied is older than Homer,
and that the theme of the Voluspa, the first song of
the Edda, being a vision that proclaims the final de-
struction and regeneration of heaven and earth, ante-
dates Christ's prophecies of the coming judgment.
(Matth., 24.) Christianity comes to us from the Orient,
but the idea that a God will die and be resurrected is
of Northern origin.
Dr. Krause proceeds to prove that the conception
of hell as depicted in Dante's Divina Comedia which
may be regarded as the classical conception of Roman
Catholic Christianity, is in all its essential elements
the product of a Northern imagination.^ Dante fol-
lowed closely Teutonic traditions which in his time
had become a common possession in the Christian
world through the writings of Saxo Grammaticus, Beda
Venerabilis, Albericus, Caedmon, Caesarius of Heister-
bach, and others. It is specially noteworthy that the
deepest hell of Dante's Inferno is not, as Southern
people are accustomed to describe the place of tor-
ture, a burning sulphur lake, but the wintry desolation
of an ice-palace.
Dante's vision is by no means the product of his
own imagination. It embodies a great number of old
traditions. Dante reproduced in his description of
Satan and hell the mythological views of the North so
popular in his days. His cantos not only remind us
of Ulysses's and Virgil's journey to the Nether-world,
but also and mainly of Knight Owain's descent into
St. Patrick's Purgatory in Ireland, and of the vision
of hell as described by Beda, Albericus, and Chevalier
Tundalus. In the last song of the Inferno, Dante
describes the residence of the sovereign of hell, which
is surrounded by a thick fog, so as to make it neces-
1 Die Trojaburgen Nord-Europas, Carl Flemming. Glogau. 1893.
2 Vossische Zeilung, 1896, Feb. 2, 9, 10 ; Sonntagsbeilagen.
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sary for the poet to be led by the hand of his guide.
There the ice -palace stands almost inaccessible
through the cold blizzards that blow about it ; and
there the ruler of hell and his most cursed fellows,
stand with their bodies partly frozen in the trans-
parent ice.
Dante's portraiture of the evil demon whom he
calls "Dis" agrees precisely with the appearance of
the main Northern deity, as it was commonly revered
among the Celts, the Teutons, and the Slavs. Dis
has three faces : one in front, and one on each side.
The middle face is red, that on the right side whitish-
yellow, that on the left side, black. Thus the trinity
idea was transferred to Satan on account of the ill-
shaped idols of the crude art of Northern civilisation.
Dante's description of Dis reminds us not only of the
three-headed hoar-giant of the Edda, Hrim-Grimnir,
who lives at the door of death, but also of the trinity of
various pagan gods, especially of Triglaf, the triune
deity of the Slavs.
When Bishop Otto of Bamberg converted the
Pomeranians to Christianity, he broke, in 11 24, the
three-headed Triglaf idol in the temple of Stettin and
sent its head to Pope Honorius II. at Rome. Dr.
Krause suggests that since Dante, who as an ambassa-
dor of Florence visited Rome in 1301, must have seen
with his own eyes the head of the Pomeranian Triglaf,
it is by no means impossible that he used it as a pro-
totype for the description of his Satan.
It is interesting to observe the transformation of
the old Teutonic giants who were plain personifica-
tions of the crude forces of nature into Christian dev-
ils. Northern mythology represents the giants, be
they mountain-giants, storm-giants, frost-giants, fog-
giants, or what not, as stupid, and they are frequently
conquered by the wisdom of the gods, or by human
cunning and invention. There are innumerable le-
gends which preserve the old conception and simply
replace the names of giants by devils ; and we can
observe that all the conquests of man over nature are,
in the old sense of the Teutonic mythology, described
as instances in which giants or devils are outwitted in
one or another way.
The giants, as representatives of mountains, for-
ests, rivers, lakes, and the ground, are always bent on
collecting the rent that is due to the owner of the land,
for men are merely tenants of the earth, which by
right belongs to the giants. The giants envy men of
their comfort and try to destroy their work. Thus the
fog-giant Grendel appears at night-time in the hall of
King Hrodhgar and devours at each visit thirty men.
Beowulf, the sun-hero, fights with him and cuts off
his arm ; he then encounters Grendel's mother, the
giantess of the marsh whence the fog rises, and finally
succeeds in killing both Grendel and his mother.
The parades of giant families which form an im-
portant feature of Dutch and Flemish carnivals may
be a relic of older customs representing visits of the
lords of the ground collecting their rents, which is
given in refreshments while the people sing the giant-
songi with the refrain :
' Keer u eens om, reuzjen, reuzjen P
'
[Return once more, little giant, little giant !]
The privilege of collecting rent which the giants,
and later on in their stead the Devil, were supposed
to possess, led to the idea of offering sacrifices in pay-
ment of the debt due to the powerful and evil-minded
landlords, the demoniacal giants of the soil. And this
notion resulted in the superstition of burying alive
either human beings or animals. Grimm says {Myth-
ology, p. 109):
" Frequently it was regarded as necessary to entomb within
the foundation of a building living creatures and even men, which
was regarded as a sacrifice to the soil which had to endure the
weight of the structure. Through this cruel custom people hoped
to attain permanence and stability of great buildings."
There are innumerable stories which preserve rec-
ords of this barbaric custom, and there can be no
doubt that many of them are historical and that the
practice continued until a comparatively recent time.
We read in Thiele {Dan. Volkssagen, I., 3) that the
walls of Copenhagen always sank down again and
again, although they were constantly rebuilt, until the
people took an innocent little girl, placed her on a
chair before a table, gave her toys and sweets, and
while she merrily played, twelve masons covered the
vault and finished the wall, which since that time re-
mained stable. Scutari is said to have been built in
a similar way. A ghost appeared while the fortress
was in the process of building, and demanded that
that wife of the three kings who would bring the food
to the masons on the next day should be entombed in
the foundation. Being a young mother, she was per-
mitted to nurse her baby, and a hole was left for that
purpose which was closed as soon as the child was
weaned.
We read in F. Nork's Sitten und Gebrauche (Das
Kloster, Vol. XII.) that when in 1813 the ice broke
the dam of the river Elbe and the engineers had great
trouble in repairing it, an old man addressed the dike-
inspector, saying: " You will never repair the dike
unless you bury in it an innocent little child," and
Grimm adduces even a more modern instance {Sagen,
p. 1095) which dates from the year 1843. "When the
new bridge in Halle was built," Grimm tells us, "the
people talked of a child which should be buried in its
foundations."
So long did these superstitions continue after the.
cruel rite had been abandoned, and they were held
1 FloegeVs Gcschichte des Grotesk'Kontischen , by Ebeling, p. 286, quotes the
giant-song as sung in Ypern.
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not only in spite of the higher morality which Chris-
tianity taught, but even in the name of Christianity.
In Tommaseo's Canti Populari an instance is quoted
that the voice of an archangel from heaven demanded
the builders of a wall to entomb the wife of the archi-
tect in its foundation. The practice is here regarded
as Christian and it is apparent that there are instances
in which Christian authorities were sufficiently igno-
rant to sanction it, for even the erection of churches
was supposed to require the same cruel sacrifice ; and
there were cases in which, according to the special
sanctity of the place, it was deemed necessary to bury
a priest because children or women were not regarded
as sufficient. In Giinther's Sagenbuch (D. D. V., Vol.
I-. P- 33) we read that the Strassburg cathedral re-
quired the sacrifice of two human lives, and that two
brothers lie buried in its foundation.
All the bowlders in the low lands of Germany are
attributed either to giants or to the devils ; they are
sometimes said to be sand-grains which giants re-
moved from their shoes, or they were thrown down in
anger when they found themselves cheated out of their
own by the wit of mortals.
There is a Mdrchen of a farmer who undertakes to
break up heretofore uncultivated ground and the Devil
(that is to say, the giant who owned the land and had
seen nothing except sterile rocks and desolate deserts)
gazed with astonishment at the green plants that sprang
from the earth. He demanded half the crop, and the
farmer left him his choice whether he would take the
upper or the lower half. When the Devil chose the
lower half, the farmer planted wheat, and when the
upper half, he planted carrots, leaving him now the
stubble and now the useless carrot tops. Whichever
way the Devil turned he was outwitted.
^
The story came in its migration south to Arabia
where it was discovered by Friedrich Riickert, who
retold it in his poem "The Devil Outwitted,"^ which
Mr. E. F. L. Gauss, of Chicago, has kindly translated
for quotation in this article :
" The Arabs tilled their fields align.
Then came the Devil in a flare
Protesting : ' Half the world is mine,
Of your crops, too, I want my share.'
The Arabs said, for they are sly,
' The lower half we'll give to thee,'
But the Devil, always aiming high,
Replied : ' It shall the upper be ! "
They turnips sowed all o'er their field,
And when he came to share the crops.
The Arabs took the subsoil yield,
And the Devil got the turnip tops.
IGrimm, MSrchen, No. 189, Deutsche Mytholope, No. gSi. Miillenlioff,
No. 377. Thiele, DSnische Sagen, No. 122.
? " Per betrogene Te«fel, '
'
And when another year came round
The Devil spoke in wrathful scorn :
' To have the lower half now, I'm bound !"
The Arabs then sowed wheat and corn.
When came the time again to share,
The Arabs took the sheaves pell-mell,
The Devil took the stubbles bare
And fed with them the fire of hell."
There are innumerable other legends of stupid
devils. A miller of the Devil-mill in Kleinbautzen
tied the Devil to the water-wheel. ' A smith, who for
his hospitality had once a wish granted by Christ, be-
witched the Devil and placed Lucifer, the chief of
devils, on his anvil, which frightened him so much
that the smith, when he died, was not admitted to
hell.'-' And there is a humorous German folk-song of
a tailor who, when arriving in hell, maltreated all the
devils with his tailor utensils in the attempt at dress-
ing them, and they swore that they would never again
allow any tailor to come near them, even though he
might have stolen ever so much cloth.
^
One of the oldest triumphs of human skill in
bridge-building gave rise to the Mdrchen of the Devil-
bridge which boldly overspans the yawning gorge of
the Reuss where the mountain-road passes up to the
furca of the St. Gotthardt. A new bridge has been
built by architects of the nineteenth century right be-
low the old one ; but the old one remained for a long
time in its place, until it broke down in recent years.
The legend goes that a shepherd-lad engaged the
Devil to build the bridge on the condition that the soul
of the first living creature that would cross the bridge
should be forfeited. When the work was finished the
lad drove a chamois over the bridge, which the Devil,
seeing that he was cheated out of the price he had ex-
pected, wrathfully tore into pieces.* p. c.
THE EARTH=ANIMAL—AN HYPOTHESIS.
BY W. D. LIGHTHALL.
Is THE earth a living animal ?
Does this question seem too strange ? In our days ought any
question to seem too strange for at least inquiry into its meaning
and grounds ? The hypothesis implied in this one has long pre-
sented itself to me as a natural speculation, growing out of the
suggestive incompleteness of human and comparative biology and
t Preusker, Blicke in die vaterl, Vorzeit, I., p 182.
2Grimm's MSrchen Anmerk., III., 138.
3The song may be found in various collections of German folk-songs. Its
tirst verse runs
:
" Es wollt ein Schneider wandern,
Des Montags in der Fruh.
Begegnet ihm der Teufel,
Hat weder Kleider noch Schuh.
He, he, du Schneidergesell,
Du musst mit mir zur HOll,
Du sollst die Teufel kleiden,
Es koste was es wiill."
^Qixxmrn, Deutsche Sa^en^ No. 3j5, ^nd TqWst, A^^enzelier Sprachschat^^
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psychology, and which I shall try to sketch roughly in the form
of the following propositions and remarks :
1. It would be singular to expect that the animal physiology
and psychology on the surface of our globe are the only physiol-
ogy and psychology in the universe. This proposition will, in
fact, be trite to most who hold the currently accepted ideas of
evolution (evolutionary monism). Hinton's Life in Nature deals
with the question in a well-developed manner so far as the uni-
verse in general is concerned. The poets also deal with it in their
way, but without logical form—fVj^ magnifiqiie mais ce n'est pas
la guerre.
2. Apart, however, from a wide and general view of life as a
principle of the universe, is it not possible to seek the links of di-
rect connexion between the life which has arisen on this globe and
the globe itself from which it has probably specifically sprung ?
Has our biology (as stated, for example, in Spencer's Principles of
Biology) stopped too short, in its backward look, at the stage of
the so-called "origin of life" (illustrated by the "spontaneous
generation" and "properties of colloids" controversies)?
3. Geology is concerned with the material structure of the
Earth. Has any one sought for traces of psychological or biolo-
gical life in it, or considered it as possibly a vital organism ? Have
the possible structural, kinetic, and rhythmical resemblances of
the earth as a body to animal forms and movements ever been in-
vestigated ? There is something very similar, for instance, to the
relation of glands and sense-organs in the tree-life and forms of
animal-life which grow upon the surface of the globe. Have the
heat-conditions of its interior also any suggestiveness as condi-
tions befitting a larger life than ours ? What are its quasi-cellular,
epidermal, and colloidal facts in the light of this hypothesis ? Are
there ascertainable or reasonable conjectural broader laws of life
than those of our present biology—laws deducible from study of
the earth as a hypothetical living organism ?
4. Are we too lightly to cast aside even a search for psycho-
logical evidences in its movements and relations ? When we con-
sider the reign of purposiveness in willing, intelligence, instinct,
habit, function, and evolution, we are warranted in looking for
mental organisation everywhere. Hegel rightly sought it in his-
tory, among other fields. What I want is to see it adequately
tested by concrete scientific study and specific experiment. If
successful, a new science of the most marvellous and fruitful na-
ture would likely open to man's ken.
—The Question Stated.—The First Stage of Free Thought, Its
Nature and Limitation.—The Second Stage, Enterprise.—Con-
quests of Investigation.—Stationariness of Criticism.—Third Stage,
Secularism. — Three Principles Vindicated. — How Secularism
Arose.—How it was Diffused.—Secular Instruction Distinct from
Secularism.—The Distinction made further Evident.—Self-defen-
sive for the People.— Rejected Tenets Replaced by Better.
—
Morality Independent of Theology.— Ethical Certitude.— The
Ethical Method of Controversy. — Its Discrimination.— Apart
from Christianism — Secularism Creates a New Responsibility.
Through Opposition to Recognition.—Self-Extending Principles.
NOTES.
With this number of The Open Court we begin the publica-
tion of a series of articles by G. J. Holyoake, the well-known
leader of secular thought in England. Whether or not we are in
accord with his views we are as yet unable to say, but this much
we know, that the confession of faith of a man like Holyoake, who
distinguished himself in the cause of free thought and the liberty
of sociological action since the days of the Chartist movement, in
which he took a prominent part, will be worth while reading and
weighing. Mr. Holyoake's life with high aspirations and noble
martyrdom is one of the factors, and by no means one of the
lesser ones, which during the Victorian era contributed so much
to insure the progress that took place in England in the domains
of religion, politics, and sociology. Mr. Holyoake's interesting
autobiography. Sixty Years ofan Agitator' s Life, recently appeared
in the pages of that excellent newspaper The Newcastle IVeekly
Chronicle, and is now published in book-form by T. Fisher Unwin.
(See the latter's Good Reading.) Our readers may expect that we
shall publish a few comments on Mr. Holyoake's articles after
their complete publication.
Mr. Holyoake promises to treat, in very brief chapters, the
following subjects ; Open Thought the First Step to Intelligence.
Mother Nature's Children is a weekly publication of the
Western Unitarian Sunday-school Society, 175 Dearborn St., Chi-
cago, which is an excellent help to parents for the instruction of
their children. It is profusely illustrated, showing instructive and
well-executed pictures both of human and animal parental pro-
tection and love. The accompanying articles are well fitted to be
read to children, or, when children are too small to be patient
listeners, to be used as material for the explanation of the pic-
tures. The Rev. Dr. Gould informs us that the new periodical
has already a large circulation, and we do not wonder, for it is
extremely practical and fills a sorely-felt need in the nursery.
St. Nicholas and The Youth's Companion are splendid for our boys
and girls. Babyhood is a valuable guide for mothers, but Mother
Nature's Children is the best we have seen for children from four
to eight years. It would be a valuable periodical for every kin-
dergarten. It receives the support of both the orthodox and the
heterodox ; and it deserves it.
N. B.—By special arrangements with the Cosmopolitan Publishing
Company we are enabled to offer a full year's subscription to the two
magazines, THE COSMOPOLITAN and THE OPEN COURT, at the un-
usually low price of $1.75. This advantageous offer holds good for all
new subscriptions and for renewals, until retracted.—The Open Court
Publishing Company.
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